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Senate Resolution 685

By: Senators Halpern of the 39th, Esteves of the 6th, Goodman of the 8th, Jackson of the

41st, Orrock of the 36th and others 

A RESOLUTION

Congratulating Christopher Eubanks for his outstanding performance at Wimbledon; and for1

other purposes.2

WHEREAS, Christopher Eubanks, a talented and dedicated tennis player from Atlanta,3

embarked on an extraordinary journey at the prestigious Wimbledon tournament, leaving a4

lasting impact and capturing the hearts of tennis enthusiasts and fans around the world; and5

WHEREAS, during his exceptional run at Wimbledon, Christopher Eubanks, a proud6

Atlantan, showcased his remarkable skills and determination, reaching the quarter finals with7

a series of thrilling matches and demonstrating his unwavering commitment to the sport; and8

WHEREAS, in a highly competitive match at Wimbledon, Christopher Eubanks faced No.9

3 Daniil Medvedev, where he displayed incredible sportsmanship, skill, and resilience, even10

in the face of intense competition; and11

WHEREAS, the match against Daniil Medvedev had spectators on the edge of their seats12

both in England and the United States as it unfolded with great suspense and excitement; and13
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WHEREAS, Christopher Eubanks' exceptional journey at Wimbledon marked a significant14

milestone in his career as he advanced farther than ever before in his nine Grand Slam15

appearances by making it to the quarter finals, a remarkable achievement for this proud16

Atlantan; and17

WHEREAS, Christopher Eubanks entered the Wimbledon main draw as the No. 43 ranked18

player in the world following his recent victory in an ATP Tour event, proving that his19

dedication and hard work have paid off in the world of professional tennis; and20

WHEREAS, the support for Christopher Eubanks extended beyond the courts with watch21

parties and enthusiastic cheering from fans in the United States as he represented the last22

remaining American male at the tournament, proudly representing Atlanta and the nation;23

and24

WHEREAS, Christopher Eubanks' journey at Wimbledon was characterized by his25

dedication, determination, and commitment to the sport, earning him the respect and26

admiration of his peers and fans alike and bringing honor to Atlanta.27

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE that the members of this body28

extend their heartfelt congratulations to Atlantan Christopher Eubanks for his commendable29

and remarkable performance at Wimbledon, which has inspired and brought pride to the30

citizens of Atlanta, Georgia, and the United States.31

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary of the Senate is authorized and directed32

to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to Christopher33

Eubanks.34
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